PROTECTION SYSTEM OF THE QURAN: 19
GOD PROTECTED THE QURAN
Quran; it claims itself to be a divine, unique, real, preserved, and distinctive message.
However, the proof of these claims is not the answers like: "it is written in the Quran!
32:2 The book is, without a doubt, a revelation from the Lord of the universe.
17:88 Say, "If all the humans and all the jinns banded together in order to produce a
Quran like this, they could never produce anything like it, no matter how much
assistance they lent one another."
2:23 If you have any doubt regarding what we revealed to our servant, then produce
one sura like these, and call upon your own witnesses against GOD, if you are
truthful.
10:38 If they say, "He fabricated it," say, "Then produce one sura like these, and invite
whomever you wish, other than GOD, if you are truthful."
11:13-14 If they say, "He fabricated (the Quran)," tell them, "Then produce ten suras
like these, fabricated, and invite whomever you can, other than GOD, if you are
truthful." If they fail to meet your challenge, then know that this is revealed with
GOD's knowledge, and that there is no god except He. Will you then submit?
2:147 This is the truth from your Lord; do not harbor any doubt.
18:27 You shall recite what is revealed to you of your Lord's scripture. Nothing shall
abrogate His words, and you shall not find any other source beside it.
86:13 This is a distinctive narration.
These "challenges" in the Qur'an are not the literary aspect of the book, which is a
relative criterion; It defends its mathematical aspect which is universal, objective and
rational. In other words, the Quran is not thanks to hafizes or libraries; preserved by
God himself, with the mathematics he created ...
4:82 Why do they not study the Quran carefully? If it were from other than GOD, they
would have found in it numerous contradictions.
15:9 Absolutely, we have revealed the reminder, and, absolutely, we will preserve it.
85:21-22 Indeed, it is a glorious Quran. In a preserved master tablet.
74:29-30 Obvious to all the people. Over it is nineteen.

WHAT IS THE SYSTEM 19?
This system that protects the Quran from its chapters to its verses, from verses to
letters; it offers universal, objective and rational evidence that the book is divine and
preserved.
NEWS OF THE SYSTEM 19
In the 74th Sura called as Muddaththir (Hidden); İt has been reported that the measure
of the Qur'an is based on the number 19 and the punishment of those who say "The
Quran is the word of human" despite witnessing this criterion has increased with the
measure and ended by witnessing the 19 guardians of hell.
74:18 For he reflected, then decided.
74:19 Miserable is what he decided.
74:20 Miserable indeed is what he decided.
74:21 He looked.
74:22 He frowned and whined.
74:23 Then he turned away arrogantly.
74:24 He said, "This is but clever magic!
74:25 "This is human made."
74:26 I will commit him/it to Seqar
74:27 Do you know what is the Seqar/measure?
74:28 Thorough and comprehensive
74:29 Obvious to all the people.
74:30 Over it is nineteen.
74:31 We appointed angels to be guardians of Hell, and we assigned their number (19)
(1) to disturb the disbelievers, (2) to convince divine scriptures, (3) to strengthen the
faith of the faithful, (4) to remove all traces of doubt from the hearts of followers of
the scripture, as well as the believers, and (5) to expose those who harbor doubt in
their hearts, and the disbelievers; they will say, "What did GOD mean by this
allegory?" GOD thus sends astray whomever He wills, and guides whomever He wills.
None knows the soldiers of your Lord except He. This is a reminder for the people.
74:32 Absolutely, (I swear) by the moon.
74:33 And the night as it passes.
74:34 And the morning as it shines.

74:35 This is one of the great miracles.
74:36 A warning to the human race.
74:37 For those among you who wish to advance, or regress.
So the System 19;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is a source of distress for those who disbelieve (74:31).
Convices followers of the scripture (74:31).
It strengthens the faith of believers (74:31).
Whose beliefs are broken and who do not believe says: "What does God mean by
this example?" (74:31).
It is one of the great proofs (74:35).
It is a warning to humanity (74:36).
It separates the progressives from the reactionaries (74:37).

*NOTE:
The word "seqar" in verses 74:26-27 occurs four times in the Qur'an (54:48, 74:26,
74:27, 74:42). The root meaning of the word "Seqar" is "painful heat to the brain". As a
matter of fact, Arabs say "Sekarethü'ş-Şemsü (the sun burned it violently)" in extreme
heat. In addition, the word "musemkirun", derived from the same verb, is used in the
phrase "yevmün musemkirun", which means "an extremely hot day".
This word is sometimes left as "seqar" in translations, sometimes translated as "hell".
There is no ulterior motive in its translation as hell; because this word is also used
when referring to hell, however, this does not make the meaning of the word "hell".
Using/being able to be used when talking about hell is that hell is a "painful and
measured punishment". As a matter of fact, the Quran define the punishment of hell as
"measured response of what has begun to be increase in the world and finally done".
72:17 ...As for him who disregards the message of his Lord, he will direct him to ever
increasing retribution.
6:160 Whoever does a righteous work receives the reward for ten, and the one who
commits a sin is requited for only one. No one suffers the slightest injustice.
54:48-49 They will be dragged into the hellfire, forcibly. Suffer the agony of seqar.
God gave the meaning of "measure/scale" to the word "seqar" in verses 74:26-27. That
is, it mentions both the human being thrown into hell for calling the Qur'an as word of
human + the throwing of the Qur'an into the measure/scale (computer). In addition,
the meaning of the word "seqar" has been explained as "measured" by verses 74:27-28.
74:26 I will commit him/it to Seqar
74:27 Do you know what is the Seqar/measure?
74:28 Thorough and comprehensive
So, verses 74:26-31 informs about the protection system (19) of the Qur'an and 19 hellkeepers that those who deny it will encounter. Who insist that "No, nineteen is just the
number of hell angels!" should consider this; A test for the disbelievers (74:31), the
thing that can persuade followers of the scripture (74:31), strengthen the faith of the

believers (74:31), the thing that can dispel the doubts of the given and the believers
(74:31); Is it to see the number of hell angels after death or to witness the protection
system of the Qur'an in this world?

SYSTEM 19'S MIRACLES/SIGNS/EVIDENCES
MESSENGER OF DISCOVER
The system of 19 that was mentioned in the 74th sura was discovered by Rashad
Khalifa in 1974.
Rashad Khalifa, by transferring the Quran to the computer environment; revealed that
many things in the book are set to a multiple of 19 and the secret in the initial letters.
Moreover; Rashad Khalifa is a messenger (not a prophet) mentioned in the Qur'an.
72:26 He is the knower of the future; he does not reveal the future to anyone.
72:27 Only to a messenger that He chooses, does He reveal from the past and the
future, specific news.
72:28 This is to ascertain that they have delivered their Lord's messages. He is fully
aware of what they have. He has counted the numbers of all things.
As can be seen in these verses; it says that the secret will be given to an apostle so
that the previous and later (all) apostles will prove that they will convey the message
of God and God calculates everything in numbers. In addition, the ending of the
original of the verse 72:27, which mentions the messenger, as “halfihî rasadâ” is also a
separate evidence/miracle/sign!
ORIGINAL: ص ًدِا
ْن َي َد ْي ِها َومِ ْا
ن َبي ِا
سولا فَإِنَ اهُ َي ْسلُكُا مِ ا
ى مِ ا
ضا
ِإ َّلا َم ِا
َ ن َخ ْل ِف ِهِ َر
ُ ن َر
ْ ن
َ َ ارت
READING: İllâ meni artedâ min resûlin fe innehu yesluku min beyni yedeyhi ve
min halfihî rasadâ.
*NOTE:
Who says; "The last messenger is Mohammed, what Resad!" do not know what the
difference between messenger and prophet is. No, those who say "The last messenger
is Muhammad" despite knowing the difference; it is like those who claim that Josep his
the last messenger without any evidence (40:34) ...
Prophet Muhammad confirmed the laws before him and preached the new book (the
Quran), which is all inclusive. No new book or prophet will come anymore. The last
book is the Quran, the last prophet is Muhammad (5:48, 33:40). But Muhammad is not
the last of the apostles who conveyed/advised God's current message and the truth to
people.

BASMALA
The word "bismillâhirrahmânirrahîm", which is the first verse of the Quran and known
as basmala, is almost the code of the system 19.
Basmalah consists of 19 (19x1) Arabic letters.

There are 114 (19x6) basmalahs in the Quran.

In the basmalah; there are the word "bsm" (with his name) and three names of God
(Allah, Rahman, Rahim). The names of God in the basmalah are mentioned as much as
19 times throughout the Qur'an.
Allah = 2698 (19x142)
Rahman = 57 (19x3)
Rahim = 114 (19x6)
The feature of the word "Bsm" (by name) is different. The word "basm -  "باسمnormally
written with the letter "alif" (56:74, 56:96, 69:52, 96:1), but is written as "bsm - "بسم
without the letter "alif" in the basmalah. This form in the Basmalah is seen in only
three verses (1:1, 11:41, 27:30). These verses protect the Quran in three parts; there
are 1520 (19×80) verses from the first to the second, 1691 (19×89) verses from the
second to the third, and 3135 (19×165) verses from the third to the end of the Quran.
[CHECK "BSM-ALLAH-RAHMAN-RAHIM" COUNTS]
SEAL MADE IN THE NAME OF "ALLAH"
The name "Allah" in basmalah; there are also two different ways to protect the Quran.
One of them is seen in the table of the word Allah (Sura No-Verse No-Quantity). For
the words "Allah" in the Qur'an; When we create a table in the form of sura no, verse
number, number of passes in the verse, the sum of each column within themselves is a
multiple of 19.

[CHECK "ALLAH (SURA-VERSE-QUANTITY)" TABLE]

The other protection is seen by the consecutive numbers created by adding the order
of the verses in which the name "Allah" is mentioned to the (Surah-Verse-Quantity)
table shown above.
The verses in which the name "Allah" is mentioned; the order in the Quran (which verse
of the all Quran), sura no (in which Sura), verse no (which verse of Sura) and the
number of "Allah" mentioned in the verse, a number is formed. This number has 15124
digits and it is a multiple of 19. Also the number of digits of this number (15124) is a
multiple of 19 (19x796).
[CHECK 15124 DIGIT NUMBER]
[CHECK "ALLAH (WHICH VERSE-SURA-VERSE-QUANTITY)" TABLE]

SURA AND VERSE QUANTITY
The Quran consists of 114 (19x6) suras and 6346 (19x334) verses.

HOLISTIC PROTECTION
Respectively, from the first to the last sura (starting from al-Fatiha and continuing
with al-Baqarah and until Al-Naas) the total number of verses and the numbers of the
verses each sura has are written side by side.
7123456728612345678910… (<-this is how it starts)
In this way, a huge number with 12692 digits is obtained, and this number is a multiple
of 19. [CHECK]

Also, the number of digits (12692) is a multiple of 19 (19x668). In fact, this number of
digits is twice the total number of total verses (2x6346).
If you want to test this evidence yourself, visit here.

NUMBERS IN THE QURAN
The sum of the integers in the Quran -without repetition- is 162146 (19x8534).

It is noteworthy that some numbers are said indirectly in the Qur'an. These usages are
a separate sign that the sum of integers - without repetition - is set to a multiple of
19.
For example, in the verse 29:14, the number "950" is explained with the numbers
"1000" and "50".
29:14 We sent Noah to his people, and he stayed with them one thousand years,
less fifty. Subsequently, they incurred the flood because of their transgressions.

Another example is seen in 18:25. Instead of "309"; the numbers "300" and "9" are used
separately. In fact, these numbers are referred to in verse 18:9.
18:9 Why else do you think we are telling you about the people of the cave, and the
numbers connected with them? They are among our wondrous signs.
18:25 They stayed in their cave three hundred years, increased by nine.
As can be seen, the numbers "950" and "309" are said as "1000-50 ″ and" 300 + 9 ″ (with
the numbers already used in the Quran); It is ensured that the numbers "950" and "309"
are not added to the unrepeatable sum of integers. Thus, the number 162146
(19x8534), which is the unrepeatable sum of integers, is not broken.
INITIAL LETTERS
In the first verses of 29 suras, there are letters that do not have a word meaning.
These letters are called "Initial Letters" and there are 14 kinds (7 pairs) combinations.
15:87 We have given you the seven pairs, and the great Quran.
The initial letters are the introduction verse of the 29 suras, and after some, it is
stated that these letters are evidence/signs/miracles.
2:1 Alif, Lâm, Mim.
3:1 Alif, Lam, Mim.
7:1 Alif, Lam, Mim, Sad.
10:1 Alif, Lam, Ra. These are the proofs of this book of wisdom.
11:1 Alif, Lam, Ra. This is a scripture whose verses have been perfected, then
elucidated. It comes from a Most Wise, Most Cognizant.
12:1 Alif, Lam, Ra. These are proofs of this profound scripture.
13:1 Alif, Lam, Mim, Ra. These are proofs of this scripture. What is revealed to you
from your Lord is the truth, but most people do not believe.
14:1 Alif, Lam, Ra. Bir kitaptır. A scripture that we revealed to you, in order to lead
the people out of darkness into the light - in accordance with the will of their Lord to the path of the Almighty, the Praiseworthy.
15:1 Alif, Lam, Ra. These are proofs of this scripture; a profound Quran.
19:1 Kef, Ha, Ya, Ayn, Sad.
20:1 Ta, He.
26:1-2 Ta, Sin, Mim. These constitute proofs of this clarifying scripture.
27:1 Ta, Sin. These constitute proofs of the Quran; a profound scripture.
28:1-2 Ta, Sin, Mim. These onstitute proofs of this profound book.

29:1 Alif, Lam, Mim.
30:1 Alif, Lam, Mim.
31:1-2 Alif, Lam, Mim. These constitute proofs of this book of wisdom.
32:1 Alif, Lam, Mim.
36:1 Ya, Sin.
38:1 Sad. and the Quran that contains the proof.
40:1 Ha, Mim.
41:1 Ha, Mim.
42:1-2 Ha, Mim. Ayn, Sin, Qaf.
43:1 Ha, Mim.
44:1 Ha, Mim.
45:1 Ha, Mim.
46:1 Ha, Mim.
50:1 Qaf. And the glorious Quran.
68:1 NuN...
*In the Quran, the singular word "verse/ayat" means "miracle/sign/proof"; that is, it
does not mean "one verse of the Quran". The word of "verses/ayaat" in plural means
both "miracles/signs/proofs" and "verses of the Quran.
Initial letters protect the suras literally. In a sura with initial letters; the letters in the
combination are mentioned as much as 19 times in that sura. For example; the sum of
the letters 'ya' and 'sin' in the 36th Sura with the letter combination "ya + sin" is 285
(19x15).
Some suras have the same combination; the total sum of letters in these suras is a
multiple of 19. For example; the sum of the letters 'alif', 'lam' and 'ra' in the
10,11,12,14,15th suras is 9481 (19x499).
Some suras have initial letter, not initial letters. Suras with initial letter are linked to
suras that contain a combination of their letter. For example; the counts of the 38th
Sura with the initial letter 'sad' are calculated together with the 7th and 19th Suras
containing the letter 'sad' in its combination. Similarly, the 50th Sura with the letter
'qaf' is calculated together with the 42nd sura containing the letter 'qaf' in its
combination.

DETAILED COUNTS OF 29 SURAS: www.19sistemi.com/english/initial-letters/counts

In addition, striking "letter games" were performed in some of the suras with initial
letters. For example; 68th Sura has 'nun' initial letter and the prophet YouNus is
mentioned as "sahibil hut" (friend of the fish) that do not contain the letter "nun" are
used. Similarly, while Lot's people are mentioned as "Qavm of Lot" throughout the
Quran; in the 50th Sura (which has initial letter "qaf"), the word "ikhvanu Lot" was used
(which a word don't contain "qaf" letter.

TYPOS
The System 19 preserves the Quran in its original form and reveals the typos of letters
in the copies.
68.SURA'S INITIAL LETTER(S)
In many copies, the initial letter of the 68th Sura is given as 'nun'. Suras with a single
initial letter are associated with other suras that have their letter in combination, but
the letter 'nun' is not in the initial letter combination of any sura other than the 68th
sura. That is, according to the System 19, the 68th sura must have initial letters, not
initial letter.
Investigations have proven the sign of the System 19: In the verse 21:87, the prophet
Jonah is referred to as "zannun" (the person who has the letter 'nun'). The writing of
the letter 'nun' in this verse is like it is voiced in Arabic (NooN/NuN); that is, it contains
two 'nun' letters (ن
نوا
) ا. Therefore, the initial letter(s) of the 68th Sura should also be
written in the form of 'nun' (ن
نوا
) ا.
SAD-SIN MIXTURE IN VERSE 7:69
The first researchers of the System 19 found that the total number of 'sad' as 153 in the
suras 7-19-38. However, this number is not a multiple of 19 and is one more than 152
(19x8).
After numerous counts, one of the oldest copy (Tashkent), was examined and it was
seen that the word "bastatan" was written with the letter "sin", not "sad".

Thus, it has been proved that in these suras there are a total of 152 (19x8) letter 'sad'
and the word 'bastatan' in verse 7:69 should be written with the letter 'sin'. In most of
the copies today, this word is written with the letter 'sad' but there is a small 'sin'
above / below it.

OVER/MISSING ALIF LETTERS
Discussions on the use of 'Hamza' or 'lamAlif' signs instead of the letter 'Alif' and
whether the words contain the letter 'Alif'; it caused errors in the writing of the letter
'Alif'. Sometimes it was written too much, sometimes it was written less.
For example the word "qafir"; while it should be written as "kfr", it was written as
"qafr" using the extra letter "Alif". An example can be seen in 13:42 and 74:10.

A slightly more interesting example is found in 21:112. Again there is an extra use of
'Alif', and this usage; dictated the word that should have been "qul" as "qâle".
Word in verse 21:112:

“Qul” form:

“Qâle” form:

As can be seen, the word in the verse 21:112 is in the format "qul"; but with an
overwritten letter 'Alif' it is misspelled as "qÂle". Except that the format necessarily
indicates that it is "qul"; when we read from 21:10 to 21:112, it is clear that God was
addressing the prophet Muhammad as "say".
21:108 Say: It has but been revealed unto me that your God is the One and Only God:
will you, then, surrender yourselves unto Him?"
21:109 But if they turn away, say: I have proclaimed this in equity unto all of you
alike; but I do not know whether that [judgment] which you are promised [by God] is
near or far [in time].
21:110 He is fully aware of your public utterances, and He is fully aware of
everything you conceal.
21:111 For all that I know, this world is a test for you, and a temporary enjoyment.
21:112 Say, "My Lord, Your judgment is the absolute justice. Our Lord is the Most
Gracious; only His help is sought in the face of your claims.

*This error was not found thanks to the system 19. However, it revealed another
mathematical harmony. When the error is corrected; the words "qul" (say) and "qale"
(they said) occur in equal numbers (332 each) throughout the Quran.

FAKE ‘VERSES’
System 19; it revealed that the verses of the 9th sura (which draws attention as the
only sura that does not contain basmala at the beginning or in it); are increased.
Mathematical proofs and other signs prove that Sura 9 has 127 verses.
•

'Verses' 9:128-129 contradicts the hash of system 19 [SEE THE CONFLICT
TABLE].

•

The terms "Rahim" and "Rauf", which are used only for God throughout the
Quran, are used in 9:128 for the prophet Muhammad.

ORIGINAL: ِن أَنفُ ِس ُك ْما َع ِزيزا َعلَ ْي ِاه َما َع ِنت ُّْام َح ِريصا َعلَ ْي ُكم بِ ْال ُمؤْ مِ نِينَا َرؤُوفِ َّرحِ يم
ول ِم ْا
س ا
ُ لَقَ ْاد َجاء ُك ْام َر
READING: Lekad câekum resûlun min enfusikum azîz, aleyhi mâ anittum harîsun
aleykum bil mu’minîne raûfun rahîm.
•

In the 9th Sura; it is said that the deniers who make fun of the verses of the
Quran will reveal what they fear.

9:64-65 The hypocrites worry that a sura may be revealed exposing what is inside
their hearts. Say, "Go ahead and mock. GOD will expose exactly what you are afraid
of". If you ask them, they would say, "We were only mocking and kidding." Say, "Do you
realize that you are mocking GOD, and His revelations, and His messenger?""
•

The original of the 9th Sura (with 127 verses); It ends by emphasizing the
“increase/add” curiosity of the deniers and their reaction to the revealing
suras.

9:124 When a sura was revealed, some of them would say, "Did this sura
increase/strengthen the faith of anyone among you?" Indeed, it did
increase/strengthen the faith of those who believed, and they rejoice in any
revelation.
9:125 As for those who harbored doubts in their hearts, it actually added unholiness
to their unholiness, and they died as disbelievers.
9:126 Do they not see that they suffer from exacting trials every year once or twice?
Yet, they consistently fail to repent, and fail to take heed?
9:127 Whenever a sura was revealed, some of them would look at each other as if to
say: "Does anyone see you?" Then they left. Thus, GOD has diverted their hearts, for
they are people who do not comprehend.
•

The deniers who accuse the Prophet of fabricating the Quran; efforts to add
something to the Quran have been exposed.

46:8 When they say, "He fabricated this," say, "If I fabricated this, then you cannot
protect me from GOD. He knows very well what you add and carry into it (the Qur'an).
He is enough as a witness between me and you. He is the Forgiver, Most Merciful.
•

God allowed 9:128 and 129 to be included in the copies of the Quran because it
provided an extra test for deniers and fixed mindeds, and an extra evidence for
those who witnessed the system 19.

22:52-54 We did not send before you any messenger, nor a prophet, without having
the devil interfere in his wishes. GOD then nullifies what the devil has done. GOD
perfects His revelations. GOD is Omniscient, Most Wise. He thus sets up the devil's
scheme as a test for those who harbor doubts in their hearts, and those whose hearts
are hardened. The wicked must remain with the opposition. And those who are
blessed with knowledge will recognize the truth from your Lord, then believe in it,
and their hearts will readily accept it. Most assuredly, GOD guides the believers in the
right path.
•

The "miracle" of immortality has been invented for the added/fake 'verses'.

According to the rumors; "Whoever reads the two verses at the end of the 9th Sura on
the day he is present, will not die that day". In another rumor, "He will not be killed
that day". In another rumor, "That day he will neither be killed nor injured with a
metal tool". It is the same even if you read it at night. It is recommended to read in
the morning and evening. :))))
*FOOTNOTE:
Asking; "9:128-129 were added later?" question doesn't make you disbeliever; it makes
you a human who is after the truth. The real danger is being fixed minded.
4:82 Why do they not study the Quran carefully? If it were from other than GOD, they
would have found in it numerous contradictions.
47:24 Why do they not study the Quran carefully? Do they have locks on their minds?
22:52-54 We did not send before you any messenger, nor a prophet, without having
the devil interfere in his wishes. GOD then nullifies what the devil has done. GOD
perfects His revelations. GOD is Omniscient, Most Wise. He thus sets up the devil's
scheme as a test for those who harbor doubts in their hearts, and those whose hearts
are hardened. The wicked must remain with the opposition. And those who are
blessed with knowledge will recognize the truth from your Lord, then believe in it,
and their hearts will readily accept it. Most assuredly, GOD guides the believers in the
right path.
Because according to the Quran; believing and knowing is by reason, by experiment...
17:36 You shall not accept any information, unless you verify it for yourself. I have
given you the hearing, the eyesight, and the brain, and you are responsible for using
them.
38:29 This is a scripture that we sent down to you, that is sacred - perhaps they
reflect on its verses. Those who possess intelligence will take heed.

Moreover, even the prophets asked God for signs to strengthen their faith.
2:260 Abraham said, "My Lord, show me how You revive the dead." He said, "Do you
not believe?" He said, "Yes, but I wish to reassure my heart."
7:143 When Moses came at our appointed time, and his Lord spoke with him, he said,
"My Lord, let me look and see You."
As a result, System 19 is a gift that preserves the Quran in its original form, reveals the
errors in the copies literally and offers universal and physical proofs that the book is
divine! If any copy is wrong/missing/excessive, it does not show that the Quran is not
protected, but that the copy is wrong.
85:21-22 Indeed, it is a glorious Quran. In a preserved master tablet.
74:31 ...to convince the scripture followers, to strengthen the faith of the faithful, to
remove all traces of doubt from the hearts of scripture followers, as well as the
believers...
41:53 We will show them our proofs in the horizons, and within themselves, until they
realize that this is the truth. Is your Lord not sufficient as a witness of all things?
27:93 And say, "Praise be to GOD; He will show you His proofs, until you recognize
them. Your Lord is never unaware of anything you do."
6:149 Say, "GOD possesses the most powerful argument; if He wills He can guide all of
you."

WARNING FOR WHO WANNA CONTROL 19 PROOFS
•

Verses without numbers (besmalas) are included in the counting of letters, but
not in the count of words.

